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ferraniacolor
The finest colour process, yielding beautiful
transparencies in natural colour~by daylight or artificial light. It can be easily
processed by the user and results seen
in a couple of hours, or handed to your
usual dealer for processing.
FERRANIACOLOR was the first, and is
by far the best, reversal film ayailable with
home processing kits. The speed is 25° Sch.
No special equipment is needed for
processing-only an ordinary developing tank
(Nebro, Johnsons, etc.) plus the
usual measure, thermometer, and washing
and drying facilities.
ROLL FILMS (Daylight or Artificial Light Types).
F20 and F620 8, 12, 16 exp. 10/8. F27 10/4.
35mm. FILMS (Daylight or Artificial Light Types) :
Cassette 20 exp. 13/3. Refill I 0/4. Cassette 36 exp.
18/5. Refill 15/5.
JOHNSON 'S Processing Kits. Part I (Developers)
5/6. Part 2 (Bleach, Fixer, etc.) 5/6.
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as easily as black-and-white.
Y
yo u have ever developed a black-andCAN TAKE COLOUR

If

white film you can develop Ferraniaco '. or film. If you have never developed
any kind of film , it's just as easy to
start with Ferraniacolor film as with
a ny other, including black-and-white.
Today, there is nothing difficult at
all about either taking or processing
in colour, and providing you choose
a sunny day, you can take colour
photographs with the humblest box
camera. Naturally a better camera
increases your versatility, enabling you
to take pictures in less than ideal conditions, but whereas in the not too
distant past a camera with a wide
aperture lens was a. necessity, today,
thanks to the vast improvement in
colour film and in particular in its
speed , colour photography is within
everybody's reach.
Many people are content to buy a
roll of colour film , take their picture,
send the exposed roll off to a processer, and wait for the finished transparency to be returned to them. That's
fine, but to a vast number of amateur
photographers the full thrill of colour
photography is only captured when
they are responsible for doing the
whole job from shooting to processing.
With Ferraniacolor reversal film,
you can do the whole job, and do it
as easily as you can with ordinary
black-and-white film. The total time
for processing is only just over an hour
and a half, so you can expose your
roll of film , and see the final results
shortly after returning borne.

What It Is
Ferraniacolor film is made up of
three layers of emulsion sandwiched
together on to the base. Each layer is
sensitive to a different colour light, the
bottom layer being sensitive to red
light only, the middle layer to green
light only and the top layer to blue
light only. It follows that when any
subject is photographed on such a film
three separate images are produced ,
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one on top of the other, which are
related to the amount of red, green
and blue light reflected from the subject matter.
These images are, of course, negative images, and to produce a transparency with the same colours as the
original scene, the image has to be
reversed during processing.

The Basic Principles
You start off by developing the three
images in the same way as black-andwhite, so that they become negative
images in black silver. To turn them
into positive images the film is reexposed to light. This affects the grains
of silver bromide not already affected
by the first exposure in the camera. In
the light areas of the negative where
there is relatively little developed silver, there will be a great number of
these unexposed grains, whereas they
will be relatively few in the areas
where nearly all the grains have
already been exposed and developed.
The second image will therefore be the
reverse of the first, giving you your
positive image.
It is after this stage that you produce
the colours in the three layers. The
three layers of your film , sensitive to
blue, green and red respectively, are
changed in the colour developing
solution, producing the complimentary
colour of each. Thus a yellow image
is produced in the blue sensitive layer,
a magenta image in the green layer,
and a cyan image in the red layer. The
next step, the bleach bath removes the
silver leaving the clear dyes which are
later fixed in another solution. The
reason for changing the original
primaries of red, green and blue into
the complimentaries of yellow, magenta and cyan is that if primaries
were used the top layer would filter
out all the remaining colours, thus
blocking light from reaching the bottom layers. The complimentary layers
of yellow, magenta and cyan are each
made by mixing just two of the primaries. Each will therefore pass light

in two primary colours but a.bsorb
light of the third. By dyeing the top
layer of your film yellow (which is
made up of the primaries red and
green) it will absorb blue put pass red
and green, the second or magenta
layer (being made up of red and blue
light) will absorb green but pass the
red through to the remaining cyan
layer (made up of blue and green).
Thus from your yellow layer you get
your blue image, from the magenta
your green image, and from the cyan
layer your red image, thus reproducing
the scene in natural colours.

How To Use It
Ferraniacolor film is a fairly fast
one, and should be rated at 25 A.S.A .,
gives extremely faithful colour rendering, has a reasonable degree of exposure latitude, and can handle a good
range of subject contrast. With each
roll of Ferraniacolor film is supplied a
table to help you to estimate the correct exposure under any given set of
conditions, and while good results can
be obtained by correctly interpreting
the weather conditions and so gauging
the correct exposure from the chart, it
is a fact that for the very best results
an exposure meter of the photo electric type is a necessity. All colour film
has less exposure latitude than blackand-white, so more care must be taken
to gauge the precise exposure necessary. With a box camera, you can confidently use Ferraniacolor film in really
bright sunshine, but with modern
35-mm cameras as inexpensive as they
are it's a good investment to get one
and extend the range under which you
can take pictures.
The Things That Matter
In black-and-white photography the
things that change photographs into
pictures can be briefly summarised as:
well arranged subject matter, or composition if you prefer that word; the
relationship of tones, and interplay of
light and shade; and the use of differential focus to emphasise the primary
subject matter. In colour the require-

Practical Photography

This is all you need to produce sparkling transparencies
on Ferraniacolor film. A tank with a transparent spiral
makes the second exposure easier, and inversion agitation
undoubtedly gives the best result, hence the choice of this
type of tank. The Johnsons Ferran.iacolor Processing kit
in two parts will process se1'eral colour films. The stirring
and crusher rod in the front of the picture ensures quick
and easy mixing of the solutions, the beaker is a 20-o z.
graduated measure and the thermometer is a mercury type
for absolutely accurate readings.

ments are somewhat different. Remember that a range of colours when
translated into black-and-white may
reproduce as similar tones, but in a
full colour picture they will often be
so varied as to clash with each other.
Don't therefore try to get a mass of
conflicting colours all in the same small
area of film, but having chosen your
subject, arrange it so that one colour
dominates and acts · as a foil for the
others. Remember, too, that subjects
which would be completely uninteresting in black-and-white can be fascinating in colour. As an example a flat
piece of moorland taken on black-andwhite film reproduces as a drab and
continuous area of mid-grey, but in
colour it will reproduce as intermingling areas of browns, purples, greens
and greys making a most delightful
picture. If into such a shot you introduce a figure dressed in a dominant
colour, such as red, then you really
have a picture worth looking at.
The general advice in colour photography is to start by taking pictures
with the sun well behind you and
giving a fairly flat lighting. In this case.
you would use your meter to take an
incident light reading, calculate your
exposure for the reading obtained ,
and either use it as such, or open up
one stop if the scene is of predominantly dark tones, close down one stop
if the scene is mainly light tones, and
you are guaranteed a good picture.
But don't stop there, providing you
use a good lens hood, far more satisfying pictures can be taken by using soft
side lighting, top lighting, and even
against the light shots.
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Remember that for against the light
shots an ordinary incident light reading will reproduce foreground subjects
as near silhouettes, and that to get
detail in them you either have to open
up your diaphragm, thus tending to
over exposure the background or use
flash fill-in to compensate. Flash fill-in
is not difficult, if you follow this
formula. Use a blue bulb for colour
film, calculate the f number you need
for a shutter speed of 1 / 25 sec. ,
divide the guide number of your bulb
by your chosen aperture, and the resulting figure is the distance in feet
you should have between your bulb
and the subject. By using this simple
formula your subject will be lit just a
little more brightly than your background , but for more pleasing results
close your aperture by one further stop
which will give you a two to one lighting ratio and look far more natural.
Watch Your Focusing
Whereas with black - a nd - white,
photography large out of focus areas
in the background don't matter much ,
blobs of out .o f focus colour can be
very distracting. Unless you are after
special effects, stick to I / 50 sec. and
the smallest aperture to go with that
setting. This will give you maximum
depth-of-field and retain all the fine
detail and delicate gradations of the
existing colour. Avoid extremely strong
contrast of light and shade; you can't
include dense shadows and bright
highlights in the same colour picture
and expect them both to be perfect.
One of them must suffer. Although we
aren't suggesting you stick to it, it is

a fact that the best and easiest results
are obtained in rather hazy sunshine
where only light shadows are cast.
Processing
Although there is only one way of
processing Ferraniacolor film there are
two methods of approach. You can
either buy a Ferraniacolor processing
outfit which is marketed by Johnsons
of Hendon Ltd., and costs 5s. 6d. for
each of the two parts, or you can
make your own solution using the
recommended published formula.
To start with at least we recommend
the processing kits as they contain
everything you need in measured proportions to process your colour film.
Part one of the kit contains the first
developer and the colour developer
in sufficient amounts to process two
120 roll films or three 20-exposure
35-mm films . These solutions when
made up do not keep well and should
not be stored for more than two or
three days. Part two of the kit contains the hardener, the bleach hardener, and the fixer. These solutions
can be used to process six 120 roll
films or nine 20-exposure 35-mm films.
The part two solution therefore may be
retained for further use and will keep
for at least six weeks even when partly
used. They should always be stored in
well stoppered bottles and away from
the light.
Preparing The Solutions
Full instructions are included with
the outfits and make preparation a
very simple process. All solutions
should be dissolved in lukewarm and
not hot water and you should use glass,
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plastic or enamel mixing containers.
All solutions should be allowed to
settle for half an hour or so and
should be filtered before use. You can
do this by putting a small wad of cotton wool in a funnel or of course by
using the proper filter papers. Be careful not to contaminate one solution
with the other. As you prepare each
solution and pour it into a bottle, label
the bottle clearly with the gummed
labels provided. Do not attempt to
split up the kit into smaller amounts
as this is never satisfactory.

How To Do It •
First load your film into yo ur developing tank in total darkness. Use a
tank which bas transparent spirals as
this makes the seco nd exposure easier.

The three stages m processing are :
The first development, hardening,
and washing, which must all be carried
out without removing the lid from
your tank. The second exposure in
which you expose your film to strong
light, and the colour development,
bleach hardening, and fixing, together
with their intermediate washes, which
can be carried out in artificial light or
really subdued daylight. In the following processing table when we refer to
agitation being occasional that means
about 10 seconds in each minute.
Temperature control is more important
for colour film than for black and
white, and the easiest way to maintain
your temperatures at a constant figure
is to have all solutions in a water bath
of the correct temperature.

FERRANIACOLOR ROLL FILMS

No.

Exposures

F20
F620
F27

8
8
8

Size

FERRANIACOLOR

Daylight
Type

Artificial
Light

10/8
10/8
10/4

10/8
10/8
10/4

35-mm

Daylight Type
Cassette
Cassette
Refill
Refill

20
36
20
36

exposures
exposures
exposures
exposures

Artificial Light

13/ 3
18/5
10/4 .
15/5

13/ 3
18/5
10/4
15/5

J 0 H NSO NS Processing Kits: Part I (Developers), 5/6,
Part 2 (Bleach , Fixer, etc.) 5/6.
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Be sure you use a reliable thermometer, and check the temperature of
each solution just before use.
Stage 1
Pour in your first developer and
develop for 14 minutes at 65 deg. F.
Give occasional agitation.

the photoflood lamp for about three
minutes, about nine inches away from
the bulb. To ensure that the film surface is not overheated or does not dry
out, immerse the film in water in a
white bowl.

Stage 2
Pour your developer back into its
bottle then wash the film for five
minutes.

Stage 6
Pour in your colour developer and
develop for eight minutes at 65 deg.
F. At this stage your colours are
formed although they cannot yet be
seen.

Stage 3
Pour in the hardening solution for
five to eight minutes, five minutes if
the solution is absolutely fresh, eight
minutes if it has been previously used.

Stage 7
Wash
minutes.

Stage 4
Wash film for five minutes. Do not
rem·ove the lid of your tank until this
wash is completed.
Stage 5
Withdraw the spiral from the tank,
and expose each side to the light of

film

Film partially or totally white
Exposure to light before or during
the first black-and-white development,
colour development not carried out,
or second exposure not carried out.
Film partially or totally black
Film not exposed .
Very strong lights and very dark
shadows
Excessive contrast in original subject.
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Stage 8
Pour in the bleach hardening solution for 10 minutes and follow by
Stage 9
Wash for five minutes. At this stage
the back of the film will now have a
chalky-black appearance with the
image a chocolate brown on an opaque

TROUBLE
Here are some of the faults you may
encounter and which if you know
their cause, you can do something
a bout next time.

thoroughly

cream background there will be just
a suggestion of colour.
Stage 10
Fix for 8 to 10 minutes during
which time the blue backing of the
film will be discharged, the film becomes transparent, and the colours
appear.
Stage 11
Wash for l 5 minutes to thoroughly
remove the fixer a nd
Stage 12
Give a final rinse in water containing a few drops of wetting agent and
hang up to dry.

V ery full directions and hints for
processing Ferraniacolor film can be
found in a little booklet called "How
to use and Process Ferraniacolor"
which can be obtained from your
usual supplier or direct from Neville
Brown & Co., Ltd., 77, Newman
Street, London, W .I.

SHOOTING

Very light image and faded colours
Over-exposure or second development insufficient.
Image predominantly blue and dark
Under-exposure or insufficient first
development.
Reticulation (which may look like
grain)
Too greater difference of temperature between the various baths and the
water used for washing.
These faults may sound formidable ,
but in point of fact if you use the film
correctly and follow the processing
instructions precisely you aren't likely
to have any trouble.

If you haven't tried processing your
own colour film before, then you are
missing half the fun of photography.
There's no magic about it, you don't
have to be a particularly brainy type,
and you do have the tremendous advantage that you can see the results
within a very short time of shooting
your pictures.
In another article next month we
shall tell you something about the
three primary colours, and by giving
you a better understanding of how to
use them photographically help you
towards success in the Ferraniacolor
competition, details of which you will
find on page 53, together with an
entry coupon.
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